
Introduction 
 

There is always something abstract and cosmic in these works even there is figurative elements. 

Animals, landscapes, geometry and human figures are symbols of experiencer of life on earth. 

During last years more colors and  figures have founded their way to these artworks. We are all 

in the same world and there is always space and spiritual dimensions in the background. This is 

a question of his art. 

 

Debut exhibition of Timo Teide took place in 1984, Turku, Finland. Since then he has had about 

100 exhibitions. Mainly in Finland and also in Japan, Spain, Germany and in the United Arab 

Emirates. He was selected to study art history at the University of Turku. At the same time he 

studied old painting techniques in a private Art School. There has been television and 

radioprogrammes of his arts and ideas as well as stories in several magazines. 

 
Technique of paintings 

 

It was my challenge to join together my painting style and influences from the United Arab 

Emirates. I actually got the spirit of Arabian life already long time before. It just happened 

like a prediction of the future.I am working with the oldest types of painting technigues, Oil 

on Canvas and Tempera. This is also a question of philosophical. It mix together old and new. It 

is also most permanent painting technique which has been used for centuries. I use to make 

materials by myself, mixing wood resin, egg, liquids and pigments. Sometimes there is also 

acrylic paints together with oil colors and tempera. This compination depends on the purpose of 

the work. 

 

For me it was more of an invitation than a choice to became an artist. From my early childhood I 

have been interested in expressing my ideas and thoughts. Visual arts, poems and soundcapes.I 

could be called as dissident of contemporary art. I have been looking for a deeper meaning in 

everything. "Why?" has been the most important question in my life. In the prevailing stagnant 

society things easily start feeding themselves. I mean that purposes and values are unclear 

until we are performing different acts even if we don´t know the reason. Even in the field of 

art this has happened.  

 

Everything that we can see is a composed of colour energy. Our physical body is an 

electromagnetic body in which we live in. Colours have an enermous effect on us through the eyes 

and our energy. When we finally realize the influence, we begin to understand our atmosphere 

differently. We realize that colours have a powerful effect on us. 
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